Quick Start Guide

A Install TV set stand
B Charge
C Setup DVB-T
D Setup AnalogueTV
E Plug in USB storage drive and SD card

Portable TV PVD1079

PHILIPS
A Install TV set stand

1. Align the catches on the stand base with the slots at the bottom of the set as shown.

2. Fit the stand into the slots and turn anticlockwise until you hear a "click" sound.

NOTE
See the user manual for how to release the stand.
**B Charge**

**IMPORTANT:** For the first time to power on the set, use the AC power adaptor.

1. Connect the supplied adaptor to the set and the AC outlet.

2. The RED light comes on.

3. The battery pack will be fully charged in approximately 6 hours. When the RED light goes off, it means that the battery pack is fully charged.

**TIPS**

1. Your battery will continue to charge while the player is in use. The RED light will appear and it will take approximately 8 hours to fully charge the battery pack.

2. The environment temperature should be between 0°C and 35°C. To protect the electronic insides, the player will stop charging when too cold or too hot.
C Setup DVB-T

Antenna connection

1. Before you start searching TV channels, connect your TV to the antenna as shown.
2. Press POWER on the main unit or on the remote to switch on the TV.
3. To set up DVB-T, press SETUP > DTTV. The player will guide you through the DVB-T setup automatically.
4. Enjoy the TV program by using the control keys on the remote.

TIPS
1. For best reception, connect the PVD1079 to the home antenna. Auxiliary antenna is used when there is excellent signal coverage.
2. The unit is designed to receive digital signals only, and it does not support analog radio such as FM or AM.

NOTE
When travelling to another country, it is possible to lose current TV programs. Carry out an Auto search by following these steps:
1. Press SETUP > DTTV > Country
2. Select your country
3. Select Auto search
Setup Analogue TV

Antenna connection

1. Before you start searching analogue TV channels, connect your TV to the antenna as shown.
2. Press SOURCE > ATV.
3. Press SETUP > Auto Store to select your country.
4. Press \( \Rightarrow \) to start scanning. All channels found will be automatically stored after scanning is complete.
5. Enjoy the TV program by using the control keys on the remote.

NOTES
1. When travelling to another country, it is possible to lose current TV programs. Carry out an Auto store by repeating steps 2 to 4.
2. The supplied cable antenna is not good for analogue TV reception, please connect the player to the home antenna.
Plug in USB storage drive and SD card

1. Connect your USB drive or SD card as shown.

2. You can playback the digital content in your storage media, such as:
   - Photo: JPEG files
   - Video: DivX® or MP4 files
   - Music: MP3 or WMA
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